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Meet Our Highlighted Annual Sponsor

Faegre Drinker is a top 50 firm designed for clients. We

opened our doors on February 1, 2020, uniting Faegre

Baker Daniels and Drinker Biddle & Reath, two firms known

for exceptional legal and consulting capabilities and a

commitment to service excellence. Clients are at the start

— and the heart — of everything we do.

With more than 1,300 experienced attorneys, consultants, and professionals in 21 locations

in the United States, London, and Shanghai, we have the strength to solve your most

complex transactional, litigation, and regulatory challenges wherever you need us. We

partner with clients ranging from emerging startups to multinational corporations, delivering

comprehensive and customized advice that advances your most ambitious business

objectives.

The above is an excerpt from our Sponsor's website. Learn more about Faegre Drinker, a

TMA NYC Gold Sponsor.
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TMA NYC Virtual Upcoming Events

Murder in the First Degree - A Virtual
Murder Mystery with the NOW
Committees of TMA NYC and TMA
Toronto
Wednesday, June 2, 2021
5:30 PM - 7:30 PM ET

REGISTER

Summertime Sips with TMA NYC |
Virtual Bartending School
Wednesday, June 16, 2021
6:30 PM - 8:00 PM ET

SOLD OUT

Call for Content
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The Turnaround Report
The TMA NYC Chapter's Marketing &

Communications Committee has launched

a semi-annual newsletter project as a

platform intended to promote our members’

achievements and provide educational and

newsworthy content to the membership and

the restructuring industry at large.

SUBMIT

Submit your entries by July 1, 2021.

What to Submit
Member Authored Content

• Blogs

• Articles

• Case Summaries

• Case Studies

Personal/Firm News & Events

• Upcoming Events

• Recent Events

• Promotions and Firm Changes

• Honors and Awards

• Member Success Stories

• Recent Significant Matters

Please submit any newsworthy updates no later than July 1, 2021. Editorial guidelines are as follows: (i) on a topic relevant to the

turnaround & restructuring industry, (ii) 400-600 words max, and (ii) no footnotes or endnotes (all citations should be in the body). As

this is an email newsletter, however, please feel free to include hyperlinks to authorities or referenced content.

Did you know that TMA NYC is now offering CPE credits for all of their

programs? The New York Institute of Credit is supporting our

programming efforts by providing the CPE! Get your CPE now!

Turnaround Time

LISTEN TO TURNAROUND TIME EPISODES NOW

Member Benefits

What's New: TMA Learning Link™
At TMA Learning Link™, you can find content and

information on topics important to our community in the

turnaround, restructuring, and corporate renewal industry. Access to these resources is

included with your TMA membership and is available 24/7. We're continuing to add new

content daily, so make sure you stop by often!

Click Here to Listen to CEO Speaks
On last week's edition of CEO Speaks, listen to the many events from sea to shining sea

and across the pond that keep us motivated, innovative, and inspired.

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/LXGB9TG
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https://turnaround.org/nyc/events
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Read the News

Journal of Corporate Renewal

10 Strategies for Hotel Owners/
Operators to Navigate the Recovery
By Deborah Friedland

Hospitality was one of the first industries to be

impacted by the pandemic, and it will likely be one of

the last to recover. With business and international

travel all but suspended and leisure travel

significantly restricted, the industry in 2020...

Read Full Article

Hotels: Restructuring, Disruption, and
Transformation Strategies for Post-Covid-
19 Execution
By William Meyers & Brian Ehrlich

After the worst recorded year ever for hotel

performance, 2021 appears to potentially offer some

hope, though challenges for the industry remain. As

of January 2021, U.S. hotel occupancy stood at 40%,

down by 30.6% from a year ago; average daily...

Read Full Article

TMA Swag Shop
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VISIT THE TMA SWAG SHOP | #TMAPRIDE

THANK YOU TO OUR 2021 SPONSORS

Titanium Sponsor

Platinum Sponsors

Gold Sponsors
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